Learn how your mandatory duty to report is triggered, the exceptions that might prevent you from reporting, and why mandatory reporters are such a crucial part of Oregon’s efforts to prevent child abuse. Hypothetical case studies will guide a panel discussion of the law and keep the conversation focused on real-world scenarios.

Gain the perspective of the bar’s deputy general counsel and a lawyer representing the state at all stages of juvenile dependency and termination cases, including familiarity with the process and realities of how a child abuse report is screened and handled.

Presented by:

- Dana M. Forman, Department of Justice Child Advocacy Section, Portland
- Amber A. Hollister, Oregon State Bar, Tigard

The views expressed in this seminar are those of the speakers personally and do not necessarily represent the views of the Oregon Department of Justice.

This seminar is a live webcast from your computer. Can’t attend the live webcast? Register for the webcast and watch an archived video of the seminar at your convenience. The archived video will be available two weeks after the live seminar, and you will have access for more than a month.

Friday, November 15, 2013
11 a.m.–Noon
Available as Webcast Only
Registration: $35
1 Child Abuse Reporting credit

Audio CDs and course materials for purchase will be available approximately two weeks after the live program. Please call the OSB CLE Service Center at (503) 431-6413 or toll-free at (800) 452-8260, ext. 413, to place your order.